
MAKE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT BUSINESS PLAN

That said, creating an REI business plan will require a persistent attention to detail. For new investors drafting a real
estate company business plan may seem .

Vision A company vision statement is essentially your mission statement and values. You always want people
around who will look out for your interests. Getting a first hand look at what others are doing in your market
can greatly help when creating a business plan. Share your process in the comments below. It is anticipated
that in order to find a home that meets our investment criterion, we will have to call on approximately 25
advertised listings. Find your Business Opportunity Every business finds an Opportunity to exploit. Plan
ahead: Do not start a partnership off the wrong way. Obtaining a comparative market analysis for potential
sellers. The process of creating a business plan provides a good opportunity to carefully consider your real
estate investing business goals. Timelineâ€”What is your desired timeline to reach your goals? Financial
justification. It is important to realistically think through how your business will operate on a regular basis.
Each franchise office is independently owned and operated. Make sure to carefully document your income and
expenses, and prepare for the unexpected. Dollars Prepared by:. Obviously, homes that can be purchased well
below market value with very little repair required are optimum investments, but difficult to find. It is
designed to keep you headed in the right direction at the correct speed. The Bottom Line Despite ubiquitous
marketing materials claiming that investing in real estate is an easy way to grow wealthy, it is in fact a
challenging business requiring expertise, planning, and focus. As a secondary source of income, and an
opportunity to add diversity to our enterprise, we will use our expertise as a licensed builder to develop a piece
of property from the ground up. For example, one long term business goal could be to land four wholesale
deals by the end of the year. While some universities offer coursework and programs that specifically benefit
real estate investors, a degree is not a prerequisite for profitable real estate investing. When writing your
business plan, be realistic about what needs to be done and who will be doing it. Devising an Investment
Strategy The real estate market provides investors with countless ways to make money.


